Appendix 1

Visual Indicators at Official Bench

Visual Signal's must be available at the Official Bench as detailed below. They are held up by a Timekeeper to provide a check for the Umpires as well as information to others.

1. EXTRA TIME

Visual Signals must be available at the Official Bench for when Extra Time is played. The signal used to indicate Extra Time is a white background with black text ‘EXTRA TIME’

![EXTRA TIME]

If the scores remain tied after two periods of 7 minutes, then play must continue until one team leads by two goals. The signal used is a white background with black text ‘EXTENDED EXTRA TIME’

![EXTENDED EXTRA TIME]

2. OTHER STOPPAGES

The umpires may hold time or extend an interval if considered appropriate. Examples for which time may be held include (but are not limited to) are emergencies such as serious injury/illness of a player, injury/ illness of an umpire or technical official/s, the equipment, the court, the weather or technical equipment. The umpire decides the length of such a stoppage and ensures play restarts as soon as possible.
The signal used for other stoppages is a white background with a black ‘U’